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Section 1

Introduction

Welcome to the Quilts of Valor Nomination and Awards Management Systems (NAMS). NAMS
was designed for simplicity of use and to focus on the tracking and management of the QOV
process from nomination through awarding and reporting of awards. It provides meaningful
statistics of the accomplishments of the Foundation and enables QOVF to demonstrate to our
benefactors that their support is being used efficiently and effectively to fulfill our mission.
In today’s digital environment we all must be on our guard to protect our personal information
and data on the internet. Two of the major system requirements for NAMS was that it be the
place to accomplish Request management easily and safely, while maintaining the integrity and
security of all the data that QOVF holds. To support this goal, controls were put in place to
better manage and protect that data.
NAMS is an Internet browser-based application. It can be used with any device that has a
browser, including PC, MAC, Tablets, iPad, and smart phones. NAMS was developed in Chrome
and works best in Chrome or MS Edge browsers.

1.1

Unique features of NAMS

a. Designed for QOVF
b. Available for use by all QOVF Members
c. A simple, intuitive, user-friendly interface that provides for spreadsheet style presentation of
active nominations. It is very flexible which enables QOV users to work in a manner
comfortable to them for assigning, managing and documenting progress of each nomination.
d. Single repository for all Awards with ability to identify possible duplicate nominations or
previous recipients of awards.
e. Enhanced security of personally identifiable information (PII) of recipients, nominators and
members of QOVF
f. Activity and notes log to track progress and communicate between members and groups
within the application, reducing email traffic.
g. Dashboards for managers at all levels to see status of awards and progress across the
organization.
h. Mapping function for visualization of nominations, assignment and planning of awards.
i. Easy sort and filter features
j. Bulk status changes for multiple individual records.
k. Automated back-office functions to reduce volunteer and staff workloads.
l. Enables Group Leaders the ability to allocate tasks to their group members, record
information on interactions with nominators, recipients, and group members.
m. A built-in screening function to search the QOV archive, enabling NAMS to spot potential
duplicate nominations and flag them to State Coordinators to determine if someone has
previously received an award.
n. NAMS provides the Foundation with other statistics to help manage our work across groups
and states and address local backlogs.

1.2

NAMS Design and Workflow

NAMS was designed to facilitate the QOVF Award workflow depicted on the following graphic
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Entries made on the QOVF.org website Nominations Page are forwarded to NAMS where it is
initially screened against the QOVF NAMS database for the possibility that a nomination for the
individual currently exists in the system or the nominee may have previously been awarded a
QOV. If a possible duplicate nomination exists or a QOV was awarded, the new nomination
record status is changed to “Duplicate” and forwarded to State Coordinator’s queue for further
research. For more information see 6.1 Review of Requests by NAMS for Duplicates.
Once assigned to a QOV Group or Individual to make the award, the record is then placed in the
Group List for action and becomes a request for fulfillment. The Group Leader coordinates the
request for making the quilt, scheduling the award and making the presentation. When the QOV
has been awarded the Group Leader marks the record as Awarded and the record is archived.

1.3

User Eligibility

Only current members of Quilts of Valor Foundation, in good standing, are permitted access to
NAMS. Non-member volunteers will not be granted access to NAMS. For information on
becoming a QOVF member, please visit the QOVF website, Contact Us page.

1.4

User Roles and Permissions

NAMS is designed to allow access to group records, states, and regions, based upon the
individual member’s roles and the privileges/permissions associated with those roles. Users will
not see or be able to perform functions that are not specifically allowed by the permissions of the
role assigned to them.
The next higher level management role inherits all permissions of the lower level plus additional
permissions for their role. Following are the roles available in NAMS and the general privileges
which are granted, starting at the lowest level of permissions.

1.5

User Guide Objectives

This guide was developed as a training tool and resource for users once training is complete. It
is suggested that the user keep a digital or hard copy of the guide for long term use. The latest
copy of this Guide will be maintained on the Member Dashboard of the QOVF website.
Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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This guide provides the user with the basic terminology of the system, a description of its set up,
explanations and instructions on how to work in NAMS.

Section 2

Terminology, Icons and Function Buttons

The following are term definitions and icon/button explanation used within NAMS and in the
user training sessions.

2.1

Terminology

Activity/notes

A transaction log of all actions taken, and any notes made by
users about individual requests including communications
with nominator/nominees, QOV members and award.

Additional States

States, other than a State Coordinator’s assigned state, that
the SC has been given permissions to view.

Archive

The location of Awarded, Cancelled and other inactive NAMS
records.

Assigned State

State that is assigned a QOV request for fulfillment and award
of a QOV. This may be different from the Recipient's state of
residence.

Bulk Options

Bulk options can be used to change status of multiple records to
Hold, Award Ready, Award, and Cancel at one time. Additionally,
State Coordinators can bulk Assign records to a single group.

Checklist

A list of tasks to be completed in fulfilling the award.
Checklist items can be created and assigned to individuals of a
group for coordination and tracking.

2022 NAMS User Guide
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City

Nominee's city of residence.

Confirm

Users will be asked to confirm certain actions they are
performing such as Assign, Award, Cancel, Reroute. Before
the action can be confirm the user must supply required
information. If the confirm action is not completed that task
will not take place.

County

Nominee's county of residence.

Current Member

A current member is defined as an individual whose
membership has not expired due to non-renewal/payment of
dues.

Dashboard

The home page for State and District Coordinators, Regional
Coordinators, and Managers.

District
Coordinator (DC)

A registered member volunteer assigned the management
position for a sub-area of a State by QOVF and the State
Coordinator. Because the DC has the same privileges as the
SC, SC will be used throughout the guide to represent both
roles.

Duplicate

Two requests identified as sharing similar sets of data that
indicate the recipient in the new nomination may have
previously been nominated for and/or awarded a QOV.

Edit

The ability to change or correct pieces of information in
Recipient Details.

Export of Records

State Coordinators will be able to export Ongoing (active)
requests need to be in the State dashboard view to export
ongoing records for their state. Two options are available: 1
The list view of record

Filter

A function to select a subset of data the user wishes to view on
the request or search lists. Provides a selected view of
requests from the current list view based upon the field
criteria being filtered.

Fulfill or
Fulfillment

To complete the award process, either as an award or
cancellation.

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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Function

A task the system performs.

Group

An active QOV Group as defined by QOVF Policy.

Group Leader (GL) The registered leader of a QOV Group.
Group Member
(GM)

An individual who is a current member of QOVF and
associated with one or more groups as established by QOV
policy.

ID

A NAMS system unique Identification Number assigned to a
request record when the nomination is entered on the
website.

Landing Page

The view users with a group role see upon logging in to
NAMS.

Medical Priority

A designation that can be attached to a request as a higher
priority due to medical reasons. Medical Priority is identified
by a symbol consisting of a small white cross on red
background.

Nomination

A nomination is the original entry on the QOVF website for a
Quilt of Valor that has not yet been assigned to an individual
or group for fulfillment.

Nominator

Person who completed the nomination form for a QOV.

Nominee

Name of person nominated for a QOV. Once a nomination
has been assigned for fulfillment the nominee is then referred
to as a recipient.

Notifications

Alerts to users that there are messages, activity, changes or
tasks they need to attend to in NAMS.

Permissions

The function a user is permitted to accomplish in NAMS.
Permissions are based upon the Role of the User, i.e., Group
Leader, State Coordinator, etc.

Reassign

A State Coordinator function that allows for a request to be
assigned to a different group or individual than was first
selected.

2022 NAMS User Guide
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Recipient

Name of person designated for a QOV after the nomination is
assigned for fulfillment.

Recipient Address

The submitted address of the nominee/recipient when
entered on the QOVF website. It can only be changed via the
Re-route function. A message that appears during the
execution of a Re-route That allows the recipient's address to
be changed.

Record or
Individual Record

This refers to the information submitted on the nomination
form on the QOVF website as well as the location for all
activity and notes regarding the recipient’s award process.

Regional
Coordinator (RC)

A registered QOVF member volunteer assigned the
management position for a group of States.

Request

A nomination entered on the QOVF website becomes a
request once the SC has assigned the record to a group or
individual for fulfillment.

Request List

List of requests assigned to the Group, Individual, State, or
Region.

Re-route and
rerouted

Changing the State and Group assigned to fulfill a Request.

Search

Perform a search of the NAMS database for records on the
search term(s) entered. Searches are performed for the text
string entered. Typing more letters of a word will refine the
search to the specific word you are looking for.

Sort

To order a list by the selected field in ascending or descending
order.

Staff

Quilts of Valor paid staff members and designated volunteers.

State

Nominee's State of residence.

State Coordinator
(SC)

A registered member volunteer assigned the management
position for a State by QOVF.

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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Status

The stage of the nomination/request record is in while
progressing through NAMS for awarding. See Status
definitions.

Status- Award
Ready

Details of the award ceremony have been finalized and the
quilt is complete.

Status - Awarded

Status of an individual request record that has been awarded.

Status - Assigned

NAMS request has been assigned to a group or individual for
fulfillment.

Status – Cancel

Status of an individual request record that has been removed
from the fulfillment process due to extenuating circumstance
and archived.

Status - Duplicate

Person nominated in NAMS has been identified as a possible
duplicate nomination. An award may have been completed
previously or another, current request may be for the same
person. Additional research is required to confirm the
duplication. Duplicate status is only presented to State
Coordinators.

Status - Hold

Status of an individual request record that is not ready for
award.

Status - Received

The initial Status of a nomination when it is submitted, but
not yet assigned to a group or individual to process for
fulfillment.

Status – Re-routed

NAMS Request has been forward form one state to another
state/group for fulfillment.

Status Unassigned

Label for a record when a Group or individual has not been
assigned to process the request for fulfillment.

Stoplight

Stoplight is the Green, Yellow or Red dot designation on the
dashboard and list views that acts as a quick reference to the
record’s age:
- Green Requests are less than 9 months old.
- Yellow Requests are greater than 9 months and less than
24 months old.
- Red Requests are greater than 24 months old.

Submitted Date

Date that original QOV nomination was submitted.
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System
Administrator
(Admin)

2.2

An individual assigned administrative duties to maintain the
NAMS System.

Icons - Function Buttons

The icon, tabs and function buttons are presented in the order they are encountered starting
with the Dashboard or landing page through the list and map views, and then the individual
record.

Icon – Button - Tab

Location
Top right of all pages for roles
SC and above

!

Function
Returns user to the
dashboard from any other
view

Top right of all Landing Pages, Request drop down menu
Dashboards, Map and List view of view options
pages

!

!

!

Top right of all Map and List
view pages

Activates a search task but
posting a search bar to
enter search terms

Appears at the end of search
bar when that function is
activated

Executes the Search based
upon term(s) provided in
the search field

Top of all Map and List view
pages – far right

Signs the user out out of
the system

State Dashboard
To the left of the state map, will
appear gray until the user
hovers over the icon

Appears when an SC has
additional state
permissions and for RC
roles and above. Returns
the user to the next higher
view.

Landing page for GLs and Map
Views
Right hand side

Indicator of a recipient’s
location based upon their
address. Links to the
recipient’s individual
record

Landing page for GLs and Map
Views
Right hand side

Indicator of a recipient’s
location with an address
Google Maps did not
recognize as a residence.
Links to the recipient’s
individual record

!

!

!

!
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Landing page for GLs and Map
Views
Right hand side
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Icon – Button - Tab

Location

Function

List view
First field heading on the left

Used to activate a bulk action

List view
1st field heading on the left

Indicates that the user has
selected to perform a bulk
action and all items with a check
on the list that will be included
in the bulk action

List view
Stoplight outline serves as the
2nd field heading from the left heading title for the color
coding of a record’s age

!

List view
Indicates that this record is a
3rd field heading from the left duplicate

!

!

List view
4th field heading from the left

Used to assign medical priority
to a request or that medical
priority has been assigned

In the list view

An arrow appears when the user
selects a field for sorting.
Down arrow will sort from Z to
A or newest to oldest

In the list view

An arrow appears when the user
selects a field for sorting. Up
arrow will sort from A to Z or
oldest to newest

Individual Record
Far left, top of the page

If the user came to the
individual record from the list
view, this returns the user to the
list.

Individual Record
Far left, top of the page

If the user came to the
individual record from the map
view, this returns the user to the
map

Individual Record
Far left, top of the page

If the user came to the
individual record from Search,
this returns the user to the
Search results.

Individual Record
top of the page

Changes the status of the record
to Hold. If current Status is
Hold, clicking button again
changes status to the previous
status.

Individual Record
top of the page

Initiates the process of
transferring of a record to
another state

Location

Function

!

!

!
Icon – Button - Tab
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Individual Record
top of the page

Changes the status of the record
to Award Ready. If the Status is
Award Ready, clicking the
button again will change the
Status to previous status.

Individual Record
top of the page

Opens the Awarded
confirmation dialog window to
change the record to Awarded.
The green Confirm Award
button must be clicked to
complete the award.

Individual Record
top of the page

Opens the Cancelled dialog
window. Changes the status of
the request to cancelled and
places record in archives. The
green Confirm Cancel button
must be clicked to cancel the
request.

Individual Record
top of the page

Enables the SC to assign a
nomination to another group.

<-

Individual Record
top of the page
far right

(Arrow Left) Move to the
previous record the list

->

Individual Record
top of the page
far right

(Arrow Right) Move to the
next record on the list

Individual Record
Found next to Recipient
Details and Nominator
Details

Allows the user to hide or view
empty fields from the
nomination form

Individual Record
Found by Recipient Details,
Nominator Details and
Activity Log

Reduces or increases the view of
that section

Individual Record
Next to each line Recipient
Details

Allows the user to edit/correct
recipient details

Save Edits
Next to each line of
Recipient, Nominator and
Checklist details

Edits made to details must be
saved by clicking this icon.

Individual Record
Appears when the user has
selected to change the status
of a request

Confirms that the user wishes to
complete the action selected

!

!

!

!

!

More/Less

!

!
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Icon – Button - Tab

!

Location
Upper right of the NAMS
window, next to Search.

Alerts the user to
notifications they need to
attend to. The bell will
turn red when there are
alerts waiting to be
viewed.

Upper right of the NAMS
window, next to Signout
button.

User settings section that
enables users to set their
personal preferences

Upper left of Settings window

Enables the user to turn
on or off Email
notifications and to close
an on-screen notification
when the associated
record is opened.

Upper left of settings window
under Notification Preferences

Enables the user to create
a default task list that can
be added to any individual
record they are assigned.

!

!

Notification Preferences

Default Tasks

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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Section 3

Start Up

Once user access to NAMS has been verified by confirming that the user membership is current,
the Administrators of the system will set up the NAMS user account.

3.1

User Preparation for Login

User login to NAMS will be the user’s individual membership user id and password.
This is the same User ID and Password to access the Member Dashboard and individual user
Profile from the QOVF website. For data integrity and security, NAMS Does Not allow the use
of Group ID logins.
It is important that, prior to accessing NAMS, individual members of QOVF log into the QOVF
website Member Dashboard to ensure their individual QOVF account profile is up to date and
their password is operational. If a user experiences difficulties when attempting to log in –
either you have forgotten your user id or your password, follow the instructions provided on the
site to reset the user password. If further assistance is needed, please contact
ITSupport@QOVF.org.

3.2

Invite Email

When users are provided with an account, they will receive an email that will include the
specifics of the account's roles and permissions as well as the link to NAMS.
It is strongly recommended that users bookmark the link to NAMS for easy access. This will
limit retrieving the invite email to access NAMS or requesting the link in the event the invite
email was mistakenly deleted.

Section 4

Getting Oriented - Visual Tour

This section of the guide is a quick visual tour of the different viewing options for the system,
organized by role so the user can get oriented to the NAMS. With each image there is a brief
description of each view. How features of each view function and are used to process requests
will be detailed in the next two sections.

4.1

Group Leader, Group Member, and Individual Member Views
Figure 1

Group Leaders, members and
individual members will see
those requests assigned
specifically to their Groups by
the State coordinator. After
logging in to NAMS, users will
arrive at the map view, shown on
the right.
The Map View shows all requests
assigned to the group, plotted on
the map.

The second view for group and individual users is the Requests List (Figure 2). All Request
Lists are formatted the same for all levels of users. The Group Leader Request List label in the
2022 NAMS User Guide
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upper left of the list will indicate the the Group the list is assigned to. Following “Request List:”
will be the Group Name, for example: Request List: Patriots Triangle QOV.

Figure 2
The Request List displays 13 fields of information. Moving from left to right the fields are:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Box Outline – used to perform bulk actions
Stoplight color code – The default sort of Requests is using this indicator. Requests are
displayed from oldest to newest.
Duplicate Indicator
Medical Priority
ID number – This is the first sortable field. Records can be sorted by their ID number from
oldest to newest.
Recipient Name – Both first and last name are in the same field in “last, first” format
Submitted Date
City
County
State is the recipient’s state of residence
Assigned State is the State the Request is assigned to for fulfillment
Assigned Group
Status
NAMS uses two different geographical fields for “State”;
1. State is the recipient’s state of residence. This field should not change unless the
recipient moves to a new state.
2. Assigned State is the State the Request is assigned to for fulfillment. This field is used
when a Group in another state is requested to assist in fulfilling the request.

!
An Individual Record (Figure 3) is the third view utilized by group and individual users. Users
can access the Individual Record from either the Map View or the Request List. Like the
Request list view the Individual Record view is the same for users of all permissions.

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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Figure 3
The left side of the Individual Record window presents the Recipient’s information as entered in
the nomination form. The Record information details have three sections: Recipient Details,
Nominator Details and Checklist.
The right side of the Individual Record contains a transaction log of all actions taken on the
request and any comments made on the record. It provides a secure, single repository and
workplace to coordinate group efforts and record actions taken to complete the request. It can
eliminate email exchanges and lost data important to the request. All actions and notes are
recorded here and viewable to those with access to the request. All users are strongly
encouraged to use this feature to capture notes and coordinate actions with other users to
fulfill the request.

4.2

State & District Coordinator Views
Figure 4

State Coordinators are
directed to their
Dashboard upon login.
The main feature of the
Dashboard is a silhouette
of their state with the
color code* which
summarizes the overall
status of the state’s
ongoing Requests.
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* The color-coding system is referred to as the Stoplight, due to the 3 colors used to code the age
of requests. The chart identifies the age range assigned to each color (See Section 2:
Terminology for an explanation).
The state(s) silhouette’s color is based upon outstanding requests:
Red if one ongoing request’s status is more than 24 months old.
Yellow if one ongoing request’s status is more than 9 months but less than 24 months .
Green if ongoing requests’ status are all less than 9 months old.
The state’s statistics depicting ongoing Requests and Awards is also shown on the left side of the
dashboard
If a State Coordinator has been granted access to Additional States, those states would also be
shown on their Dashboard. Information regarding Additional States is presented in Section 7:
Additional Features.
From the Dashboard, SCs have two viewing options: Request List or Request Map. Figure 5 is
an example of a Request Map. The map plots all requests assigned to the state. Where there
are clusters of requests, the dot is replaced by a large blue circle which contains a number,
representative of the number of requests in that area.
Users can reduce the scale of the map to view it in more detail and can open the blue dots to
access information.

!
Figure 5
The SC request list is identical to the view of the Group and Individual Users (Figure 2). The
state’s name will follow Request List: on their view – “Request List: Virginia
An Individual Record viewed by SC’s is identical to the image (Figure 3) and can also be
accessed from the Request Map or Request List.
State Coordinators have an additional view (Figure 6) that appears for assignment purposes.

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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For records that have not
been assigned to a Group,
the right side of the
Individual Record presents a
geographical depiction of the
recipient address and the 5
QOVF groups or authorized
Figure 6 individuals nearest to the
recipient to assist the SC in
assigning the nomination.
When a nomination is
assigned to a group or
individual QOV member, the
map of assignment options
disappears.

4.3

Regional Coordinator’s View

The Dashboard for a Regional Coordinator will present all the states within the region.
Statistics reflect the summation of the region. The RC can view the statistics for each
assigned state by clicking on an individual state silhouette.

Figure 7
The RC’s
request map
plots requests
for the entire
region

!
Figure 9
2022 NAMS User Guide
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The RC’s Request list will include all the requests for the region, formatted the same as the
Group and SC view (Figure 2). The RC’s request list will be titled – Request List: Region’s Name.
For example: Request List: Mid-Atlantic. The RC has the option of viewing Request Lists of
individual states which will present the same as the SC window.
Individual Records viewed by an RC are the same format and contain the same information as
the Group and SC view (Figure 3)

4.4

Senior Managers and Administrative Staff

QOVF Senior Managers and Administrative Staff share the same Request List and Individual
Record view as the Group, State Coordinators and Regional Coordinators. They do not have a
Request Map option as there would be too much data to plot.

!
Administrative Dashboard

Section 5

Figure 10

Navigation

The Navigation section provides instructions on how to move between the different working
views. It is organized in a “from – to & then back” style. The instructions begin with the
Dashboard or landing page view and then cover the subsequent views and functions.
Instructions for working within the Filter, Search and Sort functions are included in the
navigation of functions.
Because the system is designed to provide users with choices for their workspace and
preferences for their work style. The visual format of the map or the familiarity of a spreadsheet
in the list each view enables the user to have more than one means of accessing and leaving a
view or function. This section presents the options (which will be practiced during training)
and serve as a resource in the future.

5.1

Navigation from the Landing Page-Group Request Map

From the Request Map the user can access the Request List and Individual Records
To move to the Request List

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary

1. go to REQUEST.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select REQUEST
LIST.
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To move to an Individual Record

1. Roll over the BLUE DOTS to locate the
individual the user wishes to view.
2. Click on the BOX that appears with the NAME
OF THE INDIVIDUAL you were seeking.

To return to the Request Map from
the Request List

1. go to Requests.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select Request
Map.

To return to the Request Map or
List from the Individual Record

Click the upper left or upper right buttons in the
individual record view. For additional assistance
see Section 5.08

5.2

Navigation from the State Coordinator Dashboard

From the State Coordinator Dashboard, the user can access the Request List and Map directly.
Access to the Individual Record is done as a two-step process, first accessing either the List or
Map view and then follow instructions from those views (section 5.01) to the Individual Record.
State Coordinators with Additional State permissions follow the navigation instructions for the
Regional Coordinator (Section 5.03)
To the Request Map

1. go to REQUEST.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select
REQUEST MAP.

To the Request List

1. go to REQUEST.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select
REQUEST LIST.

To return to the Dashboard from the List

a. Click on Dashboard or
b. Use the Browser back arrow.

To return to the Dashboard from the Map

a. Click on Dashboard or
b. Use the Browser back arrow.

To move from the Request Map or the
Request List to the other view

Follow the instructions above based on the
view you wish to move to.

5.3

Navigation from the Regional Coordinator Dashboard

Regional Coordinators and State Coordinators with Additional States can access a great number
of data presentations. The default views of the Request List and Map encompass all the
requests within their region or that they have permissions to work in. They can also access the
individual state’s view which are identical to the State Coordinator display.
This section provides instructions on how to navigate in and from the regional data to individual
state views of data. Refer to section 5.02 for navigation in the SC or individual state view. Like
the State Coordinator, Regional Coordinators cannot directly access Individual Records from the
Dashboard, they must first navigation to a Request List or Map (See Section 5.01)
2022 NAMS User Guide
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To the Request List for entire Region

1. go to REQUEST.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select
REQUEST LIST.

To the Request Map for the entire Region

1. go to REQUEST.
2. Open the drop-down menu – select
REQUEST MAP.

To an individual State Dashboard

Place the cursor over the desired state and
click

To return to the Regional Dashboard from the a. Click on Dashboard or
Regional Request List
b. Use the Browser back arrow.
To Return to the Regional Dashboard from
the Regional Request Map

a. Click on Dashboard or
b. Use the Browser back arrow.

To Return to the Regional Dashboard from a
State Dashboard

a. Click on the gray icon or
b. Use the Browser back arrow

To Return to the Regional Dashboard from a
State Request List

Click on DASHBOARD

To Return to the Regional Dashboard from a
State Request Map

Click on DASHBOARD

5.4

Navigation from the Administrative Dashboard

Administrative navigation is based on all the role levels under this position. System
Administrators can refer to the instructions for the navigation path to their desired destination.
There is no Request Map display for the entire country.

5.5

Navigation from the Request Map View

All roles have the same navigation path options from the Request Map View.
To the Request List

Select REQUEST then REQUEST LIST

To an Individual Record

Click on any field in the line of the request you
wish to view

To return to the Map from the List

Select REQUEST then REQUEST MAP

To return to the Map from the Individual
Record

Use left arrow/Map tab, in the far upper left
of the record window or
The “X’ in the far upper right of the record
window

5.6

Navigation from the Request List View

All roles have the same navigation path options from the Request List View.
Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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To the Request Map

Select REQUEST then REQUEST MAP

To an Individual Record

Hover over the dot you wish to open and view
the name.
Click on the dot to open the individual record

To return to the List from the Map

Select REQUEST then REQUEST LIST

To return to the List from the Individual
Record

Use left arrow/List tab, in the far upper left of
the record window or
The “X’ in the far upper right of the record
window

5.7

Navigation from the Assignment View

Only roles that can make assignments (District, State & Regional) can access the Assignment
View.
The Assignment View appears when Users in the above roles open a received -unassigned
Individual Record to work in.
When the assignment is confirmed, the display returns to the Individual Record without the
map.
The next section addresses navigation paths from an Individual Record.

5.8

Navigation from the Individual Record

All roles have the same navigation path options from the Individual Record. There are multiple
navigation options provided to the user working in an Individual Record
To change the status

Click on the new status label tab
The change will appear once the Confirm
button is activated.

To remove the HOLD on a record

Selecting a new status will remove the HOLD.
Or
Click the hold button as second time and the
status will be changed to previous status.

To view More or Less of Recipient Details,
Nominator Details, Checklist or the Activity/
Notes Section

a. Either Less or More is displayed on the far
right of each of the sections.
b. The default setting is LESS, which means
all the data/fields in a section are visible.
c. Click on LESS and the viewable data will
be hidden, and MORE will be displayed.

To see the next record on the Request List

Click -> Right Arrow in the upper right of the
window

To see the previous record on the Request List Click <- Left Arrow in the upper right of the
window
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To return to the Request List

a. If you navigated from the Request List to
the Individual Records use left arrow/List
tab, in the far upper left of the record
window
b. If you navigated from other any other view
– select Requests then Request List
c. Clicking on the X in the far upper right of
the record window takes you back the
previous view

To return to the Request Map

a. If you navigated from the Request Map
to the Individual Records use left
arrow/Map tab, in the far upper left of the
window
b. If you navigated from any other view –
select Requests, then Request Map.
c. Clicking on the X in the far upper right
takes you back the previous view

5.9

The Search Function

NAMS provides the capability to search the NAMS Database (DB) for individual records based
upon term(s) provided in the search field. The Search function searches select fields of the
database for matches. The Search function can be accessed from every view in the system except
Individual Records.
The results of a search are displayed in table view in the same format as Requests Lists are
presented.
General searches for common terms such as “Smith”, will return all records in the DB that find
“smith” in the data fields, for example:
!
!
!

persons with last name ‘Smith’
all cities named ‘Smith’ or with ‘Smith’ in them such as ‘Smithfield’
less visible uses of ‘Smith’ within an individual record such as Nominator name, the assigned
User’s name, Group names, within email addresses, street names, etc.

The total number of results produced by the search will be displayed in the upper left corner of
the search window.
The list of search results will be sorted by record number from the lowest to highest. Archived
records will be shown in the search results but are locked from editing. Those ongoing request
records returned by the search, for which the user has permissions will be accessible from the
search list.
The sort and filter functions are available on the search results. Utilizing these features can
reduce the displayed records to those of most interest to the user.
Search results are not exportable.
To access the Search Function

Click SEARCH, upper right of the window

The activate the Search

1. Enter the desired search term in the field
2. Click the green SEARCH button or by
pressing ENTER on the keyboard.

To an Individual Record

Click on any field in the line of the request you
wish to view

Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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To return to Search from an Individual
Record

Close the individual record. The search
results will return to the screen.

To return to a List or Map view

Use the Browser Back button and it returns to
the previous view.

To start a new search or change your search
term(s)

Click on the X at the right-hand side of the
search bar to clear the previous search term
and type the new search term.

If a new search is executed with a Sorted or Filters in place, the preferences set in the Sort or
Filter will remain in place once the new search is completed.

5.10

The Filter Function

The filter function can be employed from any List presentation of data. There are 7 fields
available as filter options, they are the fields with a blank cell under them in the line labeled
Filters.
When the user begins typing in a filter field, a list of possible entries – the list column field
names, will be presented for selection. For example, if a state name is entered in the state field,
NAMS will filter the list for all records with that state. If a city name is then entered in the city
field, the list will be further filtered to show records from just that city and state.
Filters will remain in force until the filter field is cleared. Clicking on the “X” in the filter field
will remove that filter.
The Date column can be filtered by specific dates or by year.
!
!
!
!

To filter records in the list by a specific date, enter the date in the “mm/dd/yyyy” format.
Entering only the month in the field, records that were entered into NAMS in that month, of
all years, will appear.
To narrow the display of monthly data, add a day of the month to the criteria
Entering the only the full year in four digits “yyyy” will filter all records on the list that were
entered in that year.

5.11

The Sort Function

The Sort Function can be employed from any List presentation of data and is accessed by
clicking on the title of any column in the list.
For text fields the default Sort is alphabetical from Z to A. For numerical fields the default Sort
is greatest to least (ID entries) or oldest to newest (Date).
By clicking on a title in its default setting a triangle with its tip pointing down will appear.
Clicking a second time will cause the triangle to flip so its tip is point up and the sort criteria will
reverse. Z to A becomes A to Z and numerical data becomes least to greatest or newest to
oldest.
No matter what the sort criteria is used, Medical Priorities will remain at the top of the list,
sorted by the criteria selected but separate from the other requests.
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Section 6

Working Requests

Section 6 will walk through the workflow process depicted in the diagram below with
instructions on how to utilize the many features of NAMS to manage request from receipt to
award reporting.

!
Figure 10

6.1

Review of Requests by NAMS for Duplicates

When a new nomination is entered into the website, the NAMS Application searches for and
compares several fields of the new nomination with records already in the NAMS Database
(DB). NAMS looks for similarities, not exact matches, to account for misspellings or name
variations such as Robert and Bob.
When a threshold of markers match, the new nomination is flagged by changing the Status to
Duplicate. The “referenced” record identified in the database is referenced and a link to this
record, via its record number, is placed in the “new” possible Duplicate nomination record.
The new nomination record is then forwarded to State Coordinator’s queue for further research
to determine if the nominee has previously been nominated or awarded a QOV.
6.1.1

SC Research of Duplicates
The SC can compare the two linked records by clicking on the reference link in the new
‘duplicate’ nomination record to open the “referenced” record in the DB. The
referenced record will open in a new browser tab. By clicking and dragging the tab of the
referenced record down onto the middle of the screen, both record windows can be
resized to show the two records side by side. This will enable the SC to compare the
information between the new nomination and referenced record to see if the new
nominee may be the same person as in the referenced record.

6.1.2

Follow Up Actions for Duplicates
Research conducted by the SC may include contacting the nominator and/or the
recipient of the new nomination to ask if the recipient has already received a QOV
Award.

a. If the SC determines that the new nomination is a ‘duplicate’, the SC will contact the
Nominator to explain the situation. The SC will ask the nominator to confirm a previous
award or nomination. If the duplicate is confirmed by the Nominator, the SC will cancel
the new nomination.
Quilts of Valor Foundation - Proprietary
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b. If the SC determines that the new nomination is not a ‘duplicate’, the SC will move on
in the assignment process to assign the nomination to a group.
6.1.3

Other Detections of Duplicates
On occasion during the process of fulfilling a QOV request, a Group or Individual user
may discover that a nominated recipient might have already received a QOV or there is
another ongoing request for the nominee.
The Group Leader can mark a record as a duplicate record. A note should be included in
the comments referring to the original record which is duplicated and why the user
believes it is duplicated.
The Record status should be changed to Duplicate by the assigned party and the request
record Reassigned to the SC for confirmation.

6.2

Assignment of Nominations

As outlined in the NAMS Workflow Overview, State Coordinators and Regional Coordinators are
given the responsibility to assign new nominations/requests to a Group or QOV Individual
member within their state to fulfill a request and award the QOV. The system is set up to base
assignment decisions on the geographic proximity of the closest Group(s) or Individual.
Individuals surveyed during development of NAMS expressed a desire to have access to maps in
the system to assist with assignments and tracking of assignments which is the basis for this
assignment process. SCs may already have established assignment parameters with their
groups, such as county, geographic landmarks or other criteria and they can continue to use
those guidelines in their assignment of requests. Instructions for assigning a request to groups
other than those Suggested Assignments are in section 6.02.02
The SC will receive notification that a new nomination has been received.
To assign newly received nominations to the appropriate Group for fulfillment, the SC will
navigate to the Requests List for their state.
In the Requests List view, the SC will select the filter for Status on the far right of the list and
type “Received” in the filter window.
A dropdown will appear with “Received” in it. Click on the selection “Received” and the list will
be filtered to show only records that have the status of Received. Newly received nominations
should normally be assigned on a first in first out basis.
Click on the first newly received record in the list to open the Individual Record view.
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The SC should review the nomination information for the recipient on the left side of the
window to assist in deciding assignment of the request.
If information is missing or unclear, this may be the time to contact the Nominator by sending a
quick email or making a phone call to thank them for their nomination and get clarification
regarding the nomination, while it is still fresh in the Nominator’s mind.
If appropriate, after reviewing the Recipient Details, check the medical priority box in the upper
left of the record to set the priority flag.
Before confirming the assignment, make any comments or notations regarding the request in
Activity/Notes, under the map that may assist the assigned group or individual in processing the
request when received.
6.2.1

Using Suggested Options

Adjacent to the map that appears in the Assignment view are the suggested groups for assigning
the request.
The recipient appears as a blue dot and is centered in a blue circle representing a 50-mile radius.
The red boxes are the 5 closest groups to the recipient. Some groups may be in a neighboring
state.
To select one of the suggested options there are two methods for making the assignment:
To Assign using the Group Name in the list
1. Click on the radio button next to the Group the user wishes to assign the request to. Groups
are listed in order of distance from the recipient address.
2. Scroll down to the Activity/Notes window and enter any instructions or comments regarding
the assignment.
3. Scroll down to the bottom of the list and click on the Confirm Assignment button.
4. The map will disappear, and the status of the record will change to Assigned.
5. From this point forward the record will be referred to as a Request.
To assign using the group Red Box on the map
1. Click on the red box for the Group you wish to assign the request to. The circle next to the
Group name on the right will be highlighted.
2. The Confirm Assignment button will illuminate.
3. Scroll down to the Activity/Notes window and enter any instructions or comments regarding
the assignment.
4. Click on the Confirm Assignment button.
5. The map will disappear, and the status of the record will change to Assigned and the group
name will appear in the upper right of the record.
6. From this point forward the record will be referred to as a Request.
If a group from another state is chosen to fulfill the request, the SC should make a note in the
Activity/Notes section to indicate to the receiving state/group why a request for support from
the neighboring state is being made. In most cases this could be due to proximity of the group
to the recipient.
This feature is intended to facilitate coordination between states when this situation is the best
option and should not be used unilaterally to hand off requests across the state’s boundaries to
unalerted SCs and Groups
6.2.2

Using Other for Assignments

There may be occasions when the assignment will be made to a Group or Individual that is not
one of the 5 suggested options. The Other option, found at the bottom of the select Group list,
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contains an alphabetical listing of all groups and individuals in the NAMS database available to
receive an assignment.
To assign using Other:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Click the radio button for Other.
In the box begin typing the Individual or Group’s name
The system will open a menu showing matches to the typed entry
Select from the presented names. You may need to scroll down the list of suggestions.
When the desired selection appears next to Other, click on the name to select the group/
individual.
Scroll down to the Activity/Notes window and enter any instructions or comments regarding
the assignment.
Click the Confirm Assignment button.
The map will disappear, and the status of the record will change to Assigned and the group
name will appear in the upper right of the record.
From this point forward the record will be referred to as a Request.

REMINDER – As recommended in the previous section, before confirming the assignment place
an entry in the Activity/Notes section regarding the reason for the assignment selected.

6.3

Reassigning a Request

Reassignment is a permission granted to State Coordinators and above. When an assigned
record is redirected to the State Coordinator, either from one of the state’s Group or Individual
users or from another state, the SC must repeat the assignment process.
In order to access the Assignment view (Figure 11 above) click on the Reassign tab and execute a
new assignment in accordance with section 6.2 above.
In the Assignment view, the map and list of Suggested Assignments will include neighboring
states for a Recipient that lives close to another state. This situation does not require taking
action to Re-route, instead the SC selects the closest Group or Individual to the Recipient for the
assignment or uses the Other box to select another group of individual. The SC should make a
note of their reasoning for the assignment in the Activity/Notes section before confirming the
assignment.

6.3.1

Returning an Assigned Request to a State Coordinator

If a Group or Individual User has been assigned a nomination that they are unable to fulfill they
must use the Re-route function to return that request to their State Coordinator for
reassignment. The instructions for doing so can be found in Section 6.8.3

6.4

Editing Recipient or Nominator Information

During the process of working with the Nominator and/or Recipient the User may discover
errors in the entry of the Recipient details; misspelled names, changes in contact information or
missing contact information has been acquired etc. All recipient data, except the Recipient
address, can be corrected through the Edit function (pencil icon) at the right-hand side of each
entry line in the details. To change a recipient’s address see section 6.8 Re-routing Requests.

6.4.1

Assigning Medical Priority

Medical Priority can be assigned by any user. The criteria for determining the designation
could be based on information the Nominator placed in the Additional Comments section of the
nomination form or from conversation with the Nominator and/or Recipient. Any of the
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following might be criteria for flagging the Recipient as a Medical Priority, the list is not all
inclusive.
!
!
!
!
!

Age
Injuries
Illness or general state of their health
Agent Orange or PTSD diagnosis
Etc.

The Medical Priority designation can be activated from the Request List view or the Individual
Record by clicking on the icon.
!
!

In the List view – place the cursor in the 4th field (an empty box) aligned with the Recipient’s
name and click, NAMS will open the Individual Record.
In the Individual Record – click on the box next to the Medical Priority icon to place check
in the box.

Requests with a Medical Priority designation will always appear at the top of the Request List no
matter their record age.
6.4.2

Editing Fields in the Recipient Details

1. Click on the pencil icon to the right of the detail to be edited– the field entry will appear in a
box or if there is no data in the field a blank box will appear.
2. Make the needed corrections or entries.
3. Click the black box with the white arrow to save. The changes will not occur until the save
arrow is clicked.
4. Click the black box with a white X
to cancel.
6.4.3

Editing the Recipient Address

Editing the Recipients address whether it is a spelling correction, an incorrect house number or
the recipient’s entire address is incorrect due to Nominator error on entry, or a move, this
process cannot be completed using the Edit function. To change a Recipient’s address, a Reroute function must be performed. This process is explained in detail in Section 6.8

6.5

Entering Activity Notes

The Activity/Notes field located on the bottom right of the individual record is an important tool
to documenting and communications between SCs, GLs, Group Members and Individual users
when processing the request for fulfillment. It was designed to be the single source of
information concerning the workflow to fulfill the request and complete the award. All actions
taken on the record will be recorded which includes the User taking the action, the date, time
and what the action was.
This section should also be used to:
!
!

Document communications with the Nominator and/or Recipient,
Communicate and coordinate between QOV Members regarding the information and status
of action items pertaining to fulfillment. This section can be used as a general chat function,
which will reduce the need for email exchanges that may get lost or misplaced and keeps all
QOV members involved regarding the status and progress of the award.

All edits and activity on the record are automatically captured in the Activity/Notes Log.

6.6

Utilizing the Checklist

The Checklist, found on the left-hand side of an Individual Record is located below the
Nominator details. It is an organizational tool available for managing other elements of the
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request than the Status. The Checklist feature was designed primarily as a support to the Group
Leader and the Group Members that have access to NAMS.
The bar that appears at the top of the Checklist section allows the GL to enter the description of
the Checklist item/task. When completed entering the task, click the add button.
A system sequential checklist number is added to the task for logging purposes next to the Task
description.
Under the task description is a people icon and the “Assign Task” bar. To select individual
members of the group to assign the task to:
1. Click on the Assign Task.
2. A list of all group members will be listed in alphabetical order, even if they do not have access
to NAMS.
3. Scroll down the list of the group’s members until the desired member is found.
4. Click on the group member to assign the task.
5. If the group member has a NAMS account they will be sent a notification that they have a new
task.
6. Group members who do not have NAMS account will not receive a notification. This task will
be for Group Leader planning and will need to be kept up by the group leader.
Notes relating to the task can be added to the checklist item as needed by the person assigned to
the task or the group leader.
Entries in the Checklist will also be logged in the Activity/Notes section.

6.7

Changing Request Status

Changing the status of a request is performed from the Individual Record View. The status is
automatically updated at the top of the Individual Record and in the Status field of the Request
List. All Status changes except for Hold and Award Ready, require the user to click a
confirmation tab to complete the change.
Requests arriving to the SC’s request list will have a status of Received. Once the SC has
assigned the nomination group/individual it will appear on the Request List with a status of
Assigned.
6.7.1

Status – Hold

The Hold status is an indicator that the nomination or request has an action pending. Remove
the Hold status by selecting one of the active status options or by clicking the Hold button again.
When a record status is Hold, clicking the Hold button again will change the Status of the record
back to the previous status before the hold button was originally clicked.
6.7.2

Status – Award Ready

When the award ceremony has been scheduled and the quilt is complete the request status
should be changed to Award Ready. If the Checklist feature is utilized, the details of the award
ceremony can be entered there or in the Activity/Notes field.
6.7.3

Status – Cancel

A request can be canceled and placed in the archive by users who have permissions to do so.
Reasons for canceling a request include but is not limited to:
-

No response from nominator or recipient,
Recipient declined the award
Recipient is deceased
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-

Nomination was confirmed as a duplicate for a recipient
Etc.

A request should NOT be cancelled because the recipient has moved. The Re-route function
should be used (Section 6.8).
There is additional information requested during the confirmation process of a cancellation.
To change the status –
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Cancel tab
Supply the reason for the cancellation in the box as required.
Click the Confirm Cancel button.
CAUTION – This change in status will remove the record from the active Requests List. If
this action was taken in error, the user will need to request Admin assistance through
NAMS.help@QOVF.org to recover the record.

6.7.4

Status – Awarded

When an award is completed the Group Leader, or designated group member with permissions,
should close out the award. This may include any notes to document where the award was made
or any unique information about the event.
CAUTION – Any update to the request record MUST be completed prior to confirming the
award. Once the award status is confirmed the record will be IMMEDIATELY removed from the
Requests List and placed in the NAMS archive.
After the record status is changed to “Awarded”, the record is locked and it can no longer be
edited by NAMS users. Only Administrators can recover an Awarded record and reactivate it.
An optional note can also be included when reporting a QOV awarded.
To change the status –
1. Click on the Award tab
2. The Award complete date is automatically set to the date the change is made. This date can
be changed to the actual date of the award, if desired.
3. Click the Confirm Award button.
6.7.5

Changing Status Using Bulk Actions

Status changes for multiple records can be accomplished through the Bulk Options in the
Requests List view. Bulk actions can be used to change status to Assign, Hold, Award Ready,
Award, and Cancel. Additionally, State Coordinators have the ability to bulk Assign records to a
single group.
Not all features are available to all roles. Bulk options available to each role are presented when
the Bulk options window appears.
CAUTION: Bulk options should be used carefully. All records that have a check
mark in the far-left hand column box in the request view will be subject to the bulk
action.

The Select All box in top left corner of the list view for Bulk options selects all
records on the list, even when using filters. It is recommended that Bulk options NOT
be used with filters on, or remove the filters prior to completing the bulk action.
!

The following discusses the functions which can be used for Bulk Options:
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!

!

!

The Assign option, when confirmed, will Assign all records to the same group or individual.
When the Assign option is selected a text window appears. Begin typing a group name to see
suggestions. Click on the desired suggested group and then confirm assignment. This action
is only available to State Coordinators and above.
The Award option, when confirmed will assign a status of Awarded to the selected records
and apply the comments entered in the comments section. The records will be removed
from the Requests List view, locked from further editing and forward to archives.
The Cancel option, when confirmed, will assign a status of Canceled to the selected records
and apply the comments entered in the comments section. The records will be removed
from the Requests List view, locked from further editing and forwarded to Archives.

!

The Hold option will, when confirmed will place all records selected in a Hold status. If a
record was in a Hold status it will be reset to the status it held prior to the Hold status being
set.

!

The Award Ready option, when confirmed will place all records in the Award Ready status.
If a record was in aa Award Ready status it will be reset to the status it held prior to the
Award Ready status being set.

To execute a Bulk Action:
1. Select more than one record in the Requests List view on the far left of the record list.
2. Click on the empty box. All selected records will then have a blue box with a checkmark.
Repeat this process for each record to be included in the bulk assignment.
3. If assigning ALL the records on the list – click the Bulk Options box on the top of column.
All the records in the list will show the blue check box. CAUTION: Use of the Bulk Select
box will affect every record on the list. This feature should be used carefully.
4. To Unselect a record, click on the blue check box to remove the check mark.

6.8

Re-routing Requests

Re-routing a request is the process of transferring a request to another state and/or group. The
Re-route function is a very important management tool for NAMS Requests.
There are four primary reasons for utilizing the Re-route function:
1. To correct the Recipient’s current address. The Recipient moved to a new address within
the current state and the request needs to be returned to the State Coordinator for
reassignment or further action
2. To Change the Recipient address when they have moved to another state,
3. To request assistance from another state without changing the recipient’s address.
NOTE: It is important that detailed information be provided in the Re-route comments section
to assist the receiving SC & GL in managing the request when it is received. The User who is Rerouting a request must do their part to provide the forwarding address and accurate contact
information to assist the receiving state and group with continuing the fulfillment process. A
transaction activity related to the Re-route will be automatically logged in the Activity/Notes
section of the record.
NAMS performs many of the automated routing and assignment of nominations/requests based
upon these two fields. To accomplish the routing, NAMS requires an accurate recipient address
to manage the permissions and display of each record for the correct State and Group. Changing
the address of a recipient must, therefore, be a very deliberate and thoughtful process.
The following paragraphs describe the reason for rerouting and the steps needed to ensure the
request is routed properly
6.8.1

To correct an address error or change the address within the state
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When Re-route is activated, a pop-up window appears that provides two options: “Change
Recipient Address” or “Change Assignment or Assigned State”
Use Change Recipient Address to correct or change the address of a recipient, both in and
out of state. This selection is the default selection when the Re-Route button is clicked. The user
must enter the full new or corrected address.
If a correction is required to the Recipient’s current address:
1. Select Re-route.
2. In the pop-up window, Change Recipient Address is the default option
3. In the field below enter the new address Ex. If changing just the street number, the
entire address must be re-entered.
4. Complete the field requesting an explanation for the request.
5. Click Confirm Re-Route.
6. The address is changed and the request remains in the GL’s list.
Change Recipient Address should also be used when the recipient has moved to a new state.
This directs the record to the gaining State Coordinator for action. To Re-route a request, the
user must provide the new address in the pop-up form for the request to be Re-routed to the
appropriate state. The user must also provide a reason in the comments section for the Rerouting of the record
1. Select Re-route.
2. In the pop-up window, Change Recipient Address is presented as the default
selection
3. In the fields below enter the new complete address for the recipient
4. In the explanation box, enter Recipient has/is moving out of state – please note that it is
incumbent on the individual initiating the Re-route to get the full address, not just city,
from the Nominator and/or Recipient.
5. Supply any additional explanation or information regarding the request.
6. When ready, click Confirm Re-Route.
7. The group name is removed from the record, the status changed to Re-routed and the
record removed from the group’s Requests List
8. The record is then forwarded to the new state’s SC for assignment.
If the user discovers that the Recipient has, or is moving soon, including the new address in
the Reroute Comments box or the Activity/Notes Section. This will assist your fellow QOV
Group fulfill the request.

6.8.2

Change Assignment or Assigned State for Fulfillment

There are instances where a recipient might have residences in more than one state or will be
traveling to a state different from their address of residence for the award. – eg. a military
reunion, a family reunion, the location for the award is of some significance to the Recipient or
perhaps a vacation.
If the management of the award is to be handled by a Group or Individual at the out of state
location, the current Group may request a transfer of the Recipient’s QOV request to the other
group without changing the recipient’s address. would be used Under these circumstances the
user would use the Change Assignment or Assigned State option of the Re-route function.
To Change Assignment or Assigned State
1. Select Re-route.
2. In the pop-up window, select Change Assignment or Assigned State
3. Select the state where the request should be rerouted
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4. In the comments box, describe the circumstances and reason for the Re-routing, supplying
as much information as in known about the quilt, the ceremony details and provide contact
information, if available, for the group who will be handling the award or anything relevant
and needed by the SC, GL or Individual receiving the request.
5. Click Confirm Re-route
6. The current group’s name is removed from the record, the status changes to Re-routed, and
the record is removed from the group’s Requests List
7. The record is then redirected to the new state’s SC for assignment.
Re-routed records will have the receiving state added to the Assigned State field on the State
Coordinator’s Requests List. If the address given by the forwarding SC or group is not
complete, the request will appear on the Requests map as a yellow dot/invalid address.
6.8.3

Re-routing a Request Back to the State Coordinator

The process for sending a request back to the SC must be executed through the Re-route
function. Group and Individual roles do not have permission to use the Reassign function.
To Re-route a request back to the SC of your state –
1. Select Re-route and then click Change Assignment or Assigned State
2. Select your home state from the dropdown state list
3. Complete the comment section with the reason the assigned user is unable to fulfill the
request.
4. Click Confirm Re-route
5. The group or user’s name is removed from the record and the status changes to Re-routed.
The record is removed from the group or user’s Request List.
6. The record is redirected back to the current SC for reassignment.

Section 7

Additional Features

Section 7 addresses features with a limited application or that will be added to the
design in the future.
7.1

Additional States

NAMS has the ability to provide State Coordinators with a view of states other than their
assigned state for the purposes of collaboration and assisting other states where and
when needed.
Likely instances when the need for Additional States might be necessary include but is
not limited to the following scenarios:
! A group within a state is located near the border of a neighboring state. The group
membership includes individuals from the SC’s home state as well as the
neighboring state. This group regularly handles requests from both states and the
SC would like to be able to assign and monitor those requests.
! A State Coordinator is serving as the NAMS manager for a state with a vacancy at the
SC position.
! A State Coordinator relies on a group in a neighboring state to fulfill requests in an
area of the SC’s state where no groups or individual members from the home state
are available.
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Permission for the assignment of additional states must be requested from and
approved by QOVF staff. Inquiries regarding permission to have access to additional
states should be directed to NAMS.help@QOVF.org.
7.2

Adding a User Account

To add a new user to the NAMS system, the SC must send a request, including
justification, to add a QOVF member to NAMS.
Requests should include the member’s name, QOVF group assigned to, and requested
NAMS Role to be assigned to the individual.
Requests should be sent via email to NAMS.help@qovf.org.
7.2.1 Assignable Individual
Individual QOVF Members can be designated so that requests can be assigned directly to them
in addition to their NAMS designated role. This is a special category designation to enable State
Coordinators to have a trusted person in a location where group coverage may not be in close
proximity to a portion of their state. When given this designation, the person can be assigned
requests for fulfillment and manage them the same as a group leader. Requests assigned to the
Individual will only be visible to that assigned person and the State Coordinator. The individual,
in effect, becomes a one person group and their requests will not be visible to any other Group
Leader.

7.3

Notifications

NAMS provides notifications for activity on the user’s assigned records. Notifications are
signaled in the application and via email, based upon notification settings established by the
user.
In the NAMS application notifications are signaled by the bell symbol !

in the top right of the

window when the user logs in. The bell icon is red when unread notifications are present. !
By
clicking on the bell icon, the notifications popup window appears with the notifications listed in
order of receipt. Clicking on a notification will take the user to the record.
The user can also receive email notifications when new activity has occurred on records assigned
to them.
The email settings can be turned on under the settings icon (gear) next to the Sign Out button.
Click on the Notification Preference bar and click the check box to receive email notifications.

Following are the categories of activities that will be provided in email notification to each user
role:
Members
Notification of task assignment
Group Leaders
Notification of assignment of a new request
Change to a request including task creation by a group member, comment on a task or
task sign off.
State Coordinators
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Notifications of new nomination(s) in queue
Notifications to outgoing SC and incoming SC when a request is rerouted
Notification to SC of address change in the same state
State Coordinators with additional states will be able to see notifications for an additional state
by selecting the specific state view. They will only receive email notifications for their home
state.
Regional Coordinators
Regional Coordinators have the option to check states within the region to get the SC
notifications for that state. Regional Coordinators will be able to see the notifications for each
state in their region by selecting each individual state in the Settings tab.

7.4 Setting Preferences
The settings icon is located at the top right of the NAMS window next to the Sign Out button.
When the setting gear is clicked the settings page opens with two bars in the upper left corner of
the window:
Notification Preferences and Default Tasks
Notifications Preferences has two selections
Receive email for each Notification – When this box is checked, the user will receive
email notification as described in section 7.3 above.
Close each notification after viewing it -When this box is checked, notifications displayed
on the notification’s checklist will be removed from the list when the notification is clicked by
the user who is then taken to the individual record.
Default Tasks
The user can set up default tasks that can be added to any request in their list. The default tasks
are create under the Default tasks preference and then saved. When the user is in an individual
record they can add the default task by scrolling to the bottom to the nominator information
section on the left side of the window and clicking on the default task button. The tasks are then
added. Additional checklist tasks can be added in the normal way. See section 6.6.

7.5

Requesting Training

Procedures for after implementation – not yet established

7.6

Resources

7.6.1 QOVF website Member Dashboard NAMS section
FFuture updates to this user guide, training materials used in NAMS training classes,
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and other NAMS related documents will be posted on the
Member Dashboard under the NAMS section.
7.6.2

Help Desk - NAMS.help@qovf.org.

The NAMS Help Desk can provide the following assistance to users:
1. User account setup, changes, and deletions
2. User account access issues
3. Locating records
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4. Limited user training (how to on a specific topic)
5. System administration
7.6.3 Membership Support
NAMS access and privileges are managed from within the QOVF membership application. If the
user cannot access NAMS they should first attempt to reset their user password. This will reset
the password for the website Membership dashboard and NAMS. If the user membership is not
up to date they will not be able to access NAMS. Contact QOVF membership to ensure your
membership is up to date.
7.6.4

Troubleshooting (FUTURE)

7.7

Exiting NAMS

The sign out button is accessible from the Dashboard, Landing Page, Map Views and List Views.
The user cannot exit NAMS from an Individual Record.

7.8
Exporting Data
To improve security of our data, export of NAMS data will be limited to State
Coordinators and above.
State Coordinators will need to be in the State dashboard view to export active records
for their state. The following export options are available to SCs:
1. (Simple) list will download the Request List view as it appears on the screen. This
provides basic information on each request to track status of ongoing awards.
2. Export the Full list of records will export the same records that are ongoing and
include all recipient and nominator information. The Activity/Notes log will not be
downloaded.
Export of awarded or canceled records is not allowed.
On the dashboard view there will be a green lettered Export Button.

!
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When the user clicks on the Button, two choices will appear: Download Simple and
Download Full. Click on one of the buttons to download the results into a Comma
Separated Variable (xxx.csv) file. The file can then be read by any spreadsheet program.

!
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